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About This Game
Lover Bands is a 2-player cooperative platform game where you are tied together by a bond of souls. Work together to collect
gems, avoid enemies, and jump into the black ho 5d3b920ae0
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English

love bands cartier. bands like loverboy. lover bands names. love bands tanishq. love bands online. lover bands. love bands gold.
lover bands steam. love bands eyes. love bands silver. love bands for engagement. love bands gold price. love bands for him.
bands for lover. bands lover boy

I loved it! As a 2P game, we really enjoyed all the strategy and coordination needed to overcome the obstacles. The physics are
realistic and most importantly, was SO entertaining to play around with! Also, the hitboxes were very consistent. Each level also
has just the right amount of progression in difficulty so it's easy to get the hang of the game! In addition, the graphics are very
cute and the music reminds me of the track from Zelda: Wind Waker.. A simple but difficult couch game that requires good
teamwork. Easy to pick up but difficult to master.. I loved it! As a 2P game, we really enjoyed all the strategy and coordination
needed to overcome the obstacles. The physics are realistic and most importantly, was SO entertaining to play around with!
Also, the hitboxes were very consistent. Each level also has just the right amount of progression in difficulty so it's easy to get
the hang of the game! In addition, the graphics are very cute and the music reminds me of the track from Zelda: Wind Waker..
A simple but difficult couch game that requires good teamwork. Easy to pick up but difficult to master.
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